May 30, 2019
Assistant Secretary David J. Kautter
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy
U.S. Department of the Treasury

Dear Assistant Secretary Kautter,
Thank you for issuing the Request for Information (RFI) on Data Collection and Tracking for Qualified
Opportunity Zones. Enterprise Community Loan Fund, Inc. is pleased to provide our recommendations
on this important topic. We believe the collection and public reporting of meaningful data on qualified
opportunity funds (QOFs) and their investments into designated Opportunity Zones (OZs) are critical
first steps towards ensuring the Opportunity Zones tax incentive is fulfilling its intended purpose.
Enterprise is a leading provider of the development capital and expertise it takes to create decent,
affordable homes and rebuild communities. Since 1982, we have raised and invested $43.7 billion in
equity, grants and loans to help build or preserve nearly 585,000 affordable homes in diverse, thriving
communities. This includes community investments through Enterprise Community Loan Fund, Inc., a
Treasury Department-certified Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) and one of the
largest nonprofit loan funds in the country. Enterprise Community Loan Fund, Inc. has invested more
than $1.7 billion in low-income communities and helped to build or renovate nearly 110,000 affordable
homes nationwide.
Enterprise believes the Opportunity Zones tax incentive should be used to advance equitable and
inclusive growth. We believe investments made through socially-minded, responsible QOFs with a
commitment to community engagement have the potential to transform communities, grow small
businesses, and create broader access to opportunity. QOF investments should thoughtfully serve each
low-income community’s unique needs—especially those of long-time residents and business owners—
so that the investments do not lead to displacement but rather inclusive community benefits and growth.
For this reason, Enterprise believes that the federal government must require data collection and publicly
report on QOF investments and outcomes in designated OZs, allowing Congress and the public to
evaluate whether this new tax incentive is driving equitable investments.
Enterprise is launching our own family of QOFs, intended to advance equitable and inclusive growth in
the communities where investments are made. As both an advocate for low-income communities and an
active Opportunity Zones fund manager, we believe that the recommendations for data collection that
follow in this letter are both reasonable and necessary to achieve the objectives of the statute.
Furthermore, many of our recommended data points are already reported on by allocatees of the New
Markets Tax Credit. These recommendations reflect data that Enterprise’s experienced fund managers
have identified could be easily reported.
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In this letter, you will find our responses in order of the questions posed in the RFI. We have generally
provided three buckets of recommendations:
• Recommendations on data collection about individual QOFs, i.e. fund-level data that should be
collected by Form 8996;
• Recommendations on data collection about individual QOF investments, i.e. investment-level
data that should be collected by a new, supplemental form; and
• Additional recommendations on cumulative data the Treasury should publicly report.
First, we would like to provide overarching recommendations for the Treasury’s approach to collecting
and reporting data on QOFs and their investments:
• All the recommended data points should be required as applicable in order to ensure
comparability of data. If made optional, any subsequent evaluation of the impact of the tax
incentive will not be an accurate depiction.
• The full data should be made publicly available so that independent stakeholders with research
capacities could conduct analyses of QOF investments and the outcomes and impacts on
communities within designated OZs.
• The Treasury should publicly release the data on an annual basis in an annual report on the
prior year’s activities.
1. What data would be useful for tracking the effectiveness of providing tax incentives for investment in
qualified opportunity zones to bring economic development and job creation to distressed communities?
In response to question 1, we provide recommendations on data collection about individual QOFs,
i.e. fund-level data that should be collected by Form 8996.
Data about individual QOFs to be collected by Form 8996:
• Collected by: Treasury
• Submitted by: QOFs
• Collected through: Form 8996
• Frequency of collection: Annually, as Form 8996 is currently required
• Made publicly available: Annually (subsequent year) by Treasury
Recommended data points:
• Fund name
• Fund ID (EIN)
• Date fund was established (day, month, year)
• Fund address (such as office location)
• Fund contact (name, email, phone number)
• Fund strategy
o Asset category
o Geography
• Total assets under management
• Target return
• Target composition of QOF investments by asset class
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As applicable:
o Funds at five-year mark:
▪ Number of redemptions
▪ Dollar of redemptions
o Funds at seven-year mark:
▪ Number of redemptions
▪ Dollar of redemptions
The intended community benefit of QOF investment in designated OZ (dropdown)
o Economic Growth and Jobs
o Education
o Affordable Housing
o Entrepreneurship
o Access to healthy food
o Positive environmental impact
o Other

2. In addition to the anticipated revisions to Form 8996 discussed in the Summary of this Notice and
Request for Information, is there other information that could appropriately be collected on a tax form
that would be helpful in measuring the effectiveness of the opportunity zone incentives.
In response to question 2, we first provide recommendations on data collection about individual
QOF investments, i.e. investment-level data that should be collected by a new, supplemental form.
This data is critical to evaluate the outcomes and impacts of QOF investments.
Data about individual QOF investments to be collected by a new, supplemental form:
• Collected by: Treasury. We recommend the Treasury consider tasking this responsibility to an
agency or sub-agency that has demonstrated capacity and competencies on transaction-level data
collection, aggregation, and public release. For example, the CDFI Fund might be tasked with
administering the collection, compiling, and public releasing of this information, given their
demonstrated experience with New Markets Tax Credit reporting. Additional resources should
be provided to the agency or sub-agency tasked with collecting and publicly reporting this data
to sufficiently cover the additional administrative costs.
• Submitted by: QOFs
• Collected through: New, Supplemental Form
• Frequency of collection: Annually. QOFs should be required to submit the form for each
investment they make into a designated OZ on an annual basis. Subsequently, QOFs should be
required to submit the form for each investment on an annual basis to provide actual numbers
(i.e. of job creation, etc.).
• Made publicly available: Annually (subsequent year) by Treasury
Recommended data points:
Investment data:
• Investee Name
• Investee ID
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o EIN
o NAICS code
o DUNS (required for operating businesses)
Investment closing date (day, month, year)
Location of the investment:
o Street address, City, State, Postal Code; and
o Designated OZ census tract ID
Total dollar amount of the investment
o Total Debt
o Total Equity
Investment asset class
Target return
Whether this investment was paired with a separate federal tax tool (ex: Low-Income Housing
Tax Credit, New Markets Tax Credit), and if so, specify which one
Type of investment (dropdown):
o Operating Business
▪ Operating business: equipment
▪ Operating business: inventory
▪ Operating business: manufacturing
▪ Operating business: retail
▪ Operating business: office
▪ Operating business: community facility
▪ Operating business: other
o Real Estate
▪ Real estate: Rental – Single family
▪ Real estate: Rental – Multifamily
▪ Real estate: Owner-occupied – Single family
▪ Real estate: Owner-occupied – Multifamily
▪ Real estate: Commercial
▪ Real estate: Industrial
▪ Real estate: Institutional
o Mixed-use
The intended community benefit of QOF investment in designated OZ (dropdown):
o Economic Growth and Jobs
o Education
o Affordable Housing
o Entrepreneurship
o Access to healthy food
o Positive environmental impact
o Other

Job creation data. As applicable for any investment (including real estate):
• Projected or Actual (In the initial report, these numbers can be projected at time of investment,
and in subsequent reports, these numbers should be actual jobs created.)
• Source of job estimates
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Jobs created – construction
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will go to local hires
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will be living wage jobs
(Recommend applying same definition used in NMTC program and data collection)
Jobs created – permanent
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will go to local hires
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will be living wage jobs
(Recommend applying same definition used in NMTC program and data collection)

Displacement data. As applicable for any investment requiring demolition or construction:
• Total number of housing units lost due to demolition or construction
o Of those, total number of affordable housing units occupied by low-income tenants lost
due to demolition or construction
• Description of any anti-displacement policies and/or strategies and tenant protections in place
and/or being provided to low-income tenants (relocation assistance, right of first return, etc.)
Real estate data. In the case of a real estate investment, additional data on:
• New development or substantial rehabilitation
• The approximate total square footage
• Total number of housing units for sale
o Whether they are market-rate or designated for a particular Area Median Income (AMI)
level
o Of those, the total number/percentage of affordable housing units for sale for LowIncome Persons (household income of no more than 80% AMI)
• Total number of housing units for rental
o Whether they are market-rate or designated for a particular AMI level
o Of those, the total number/percentage of affordable housing units for rent for LowIncome Persons (household income of no more than 80% AMI)
Also in response to question 2, we are providing additional recommendations on cumulative data the
Treasury should publicly report.
We strongly recommend that the Treasury make the full data sets for all of the above data points
publicly available. Clearly organized and formatted data sets will be critical for independent OZ
stakeholders to evaluate the impact of the tax incentive on any given community at the census tract
level. It will also allow independent parties to conduct custom analyses on outcomes using various
metrics or geographies, such as specific analyses on economic growth or housing market changes, or
state or regional comparative analyses.
We also recommend the Treasury uses the data to compile and publicly report cumulative data
for each data point. By collecting the above information, the following can be easily calculated as a
sum total from the individual reporting, and publicly reported so that Congress and the public can assess
the overall activity from the new tax incentive.
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We especially want to emphasize the necessity of providing a single list of designated OZs that
have received QOF investments by census tract ID, with the total number of QOF investments per
OZ and the total value of those investments. Congress and the public have expressed a deep interest in
understanding how the designation of OZs have impacted those specific census tracts. In order to
evaluate the impact of QOF investments in designated OZs, analysts need data that allows them to
specify between: non-eligible census tracts; eligible but non-designated census tracts; designated OZs by
census tract ID that received QOF investments—and the total number of investments and value of
investments per OZ; and designated OZs by census tract ID that did not receive QOF investments.
By collecting and publicly sharing the location of every QOF investment (specific address and census
tract ID), this information can be compiled by the Treasury or a designated agency or sub-agency. Only
by providing this information could the Treasury or any independent stakeholder with research capacity
conduct comparative analyses on how the tax incentive has impacted OZs relative to non-OZs across
indicators such as poverty reduction or economic growth. For instance, the Treasury or any independent
stakeholder might evaluate:
• Poverty Reduction. The change in population percentage living below the federal poverty line
within a designated OZ that received QOF investments could be evaluated over time, capturing
the change from before and after an investment was made. The change in poverty within a
designated OZ that received QOF investments relative to designated OZs that did not receive
investments or other low-income communities that were not designated OZs could also be
analyzed.
• Economic Development. The investment level data on the number and type of jobs created, as
recommended above, will be critical to evaluate any economic benefits from QOF investments.
• Job Creation. Our above recommendations include collecting data on jobs created at the
investment-level. By collecting and publicly reporting this data, the Treasury or any independent
stakeholder could aggregate this information in a multitude of ways such as: (1) the number of
new jobs created by all QOF investments nationally within a given period of time, and of those
how many are living wage jobs; or (2) the number of new jobs created within a designated OZ
within a given period of time, and of those how many are living wage jobs. Furthermore, by
knowing which designated OZs received QOF investments (listed by census Tract ID), an
analysis could also be conducted on new job growth within designated OZs that received QOF
investments relative to those that did not.
Please see APPENDIX A for a single list of data recommendations made above.
3. What data would be useful for measuring how much would have been invested in qualified
opportunity zones in the absence of the opportunity zone incentives?
While it is not possible to analyze the counterfactual, the overall trends within the designated OZs that
did not receive QOF investments or similar low-income census tracts that were not designated as OZs
could be analyzed. In order to conduct any comparative analyses, we again want to emphasize the
necessity of providing a single list of designated OZs that have received QOF investments by census
tract ID, with the total number of QOF investments per OZ and the total value of those investments.
Only by providing this information could the Treasury or any independent stakeholder with research
capacity conduct comparative analyses on how much has been invested in designated OZs vs. eligible
but non-designated census tracts.
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4. What data would be useful for ensuring that the investment opportunity remains an attractive option
for investors?
Investors will benefit from public release of the same data reporting recommended above. The publicly
reported data will provide an informative overview of QOF activity.
5. What are the costs and benefits of various methods of information collection? Who should perform
this data collection?
From the perspective of fund managers collecting and reporting this information, we expect the costs of
basic inventory reporting to be extremely low. The metrics we are suggesting are already known to all
fund managers.
Regarding the Treasury’s role in collecting, aggregating, and publicly reporting this critical information
on QOF investments, we recommend the Treasury consider tasking an agency or sub-agency that has
demonstrated capacity and competencies on transaction-level data collection, aggregation, and public
release. For example, the CDFI Fund might be tasked with administering the collection, compiling, and
public releasing of this information, given their demonstrated experience with New Markets Tax Credits
reporting. We recommend additional resources be provided to the agency or sub-agency tasked with
collecting and publicly reporting this data to sufficiently cover the additional administrative costs.
6. What considerations should government officials take into account when considering data to analyze
the effectiveness of the qualified opportunity zone incentives to promote economic development to
distressed areas? Over what time period should this analysis occur?
Assessing the Opportunity Zones tax incentive is not solely the responsibility of the Department of
Treasury. We need public dissemination of granular data to allow the broader field of researchers, cities,
investors, and other OZ stakeholders with research capacities the ability to probe findings across various
methodologies and timelines. It will be more cost-effective for the federal government if a broader set of
stakeholders are allowed to access and analyze these data. To achieve this, all that is needed from
Treasury is the publicly reported data as recommended above. Researchers will be able to leverage this
against community data from other sources. We again emphasize:
• All the recommended data points should be required as applicable in order to ensure
comparability of data. If made optional, any subsequent evaluation of the impact of the tax
incentive will not be an accurate depiction.
• The full data should be made publicly available so that an independent stakeholder with
research capacities could conduct analyses of QOF investments and the outcomes and impacts on
communities within designated OZs.
• The Treasury should publicly release the data on an annual basis in an annual report on the
prior year’s activities.
Related, we also stress the importance of continued access to essential Census data sets that track the
type of information that is necessary to evaluate designated OZs or any other program at the census tract
level. In September 2018, the Census Bureau announced its intention to adopt a more aggressive
approach to privacy control. This approach, known as “differential privacy,” would prohibit Census data
products from revealing characteristics of an individual, even if the individual’s identity is concealed.
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The application of differential privacy measures to Census data tabulated for census tracts and other
small geographic areas could severely limit the data’s availability and utility—making it difficult if not
impossible for researchers to evaluate the impact of QOF investments at the OZ (census tract) level. We
raise this issue as it would be in the interest of the Treasury to ensure that the Census Bureau preserves
open access to high-quality data for census tracts.
7. How do you view the role of the Federal Government, and Tribal, State and local governments in the
ongoing maintenance and administration of opportunity zones?
The federal government, in particular the Treasury, has a key role to play in monitoring the Opportunity
Zones tax incentive through reporting requirements. The Treasury is uniquely positioned to efficiently
collect national QOF- and investment-level data necessary to evaluate national, state, regional, and local
impacts and outcomes of the tax incentive. State and local governments, as well as outside researchers,
can then analyze the results of the tax incentive provided that the Treasury publicly releases the full data
on an annual basis.
8. Is there any additional information regarding data collection and tracking for opportunity zones not
already addressed that you would like to provide?
Currently, Treasury has not designated an authoritative source or map for determining whether a given
property is located within a designated OZ. This creates some difficulty in determining the eligibility of
vacant properties that lay on the edge of census tracts, since different mapping and geocoding software
produce variation, particularly in the geo-location of empty land. For example, the Treasury’s CDFI
Fund CIMS Mapping Tool produces different geo-location results from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Geocoder, which may lead to different eligibility determinations for an available site. A single
authoritative map that could be used to validate OZ eligibility would save significant cost, time, and
confusion for funds and prospective investors. Therefore, we request the Treasury to clarify through
related guidance whether the Treasury’s CDFI Fund CIMS Mapping Tool or the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Geocoder geocoding methodology should be followed and used in determining what census tract a site
is located in. Subsequent OZ mapping tools created and maintained by independent OZ stakeholders
could then consistently use that selected methodology as well.

We appreciate your consideration of these comments and welcome any future opportunity to work with
the Department of Treasury to ensure that the Opportunity Zones tax incentive is resulting in equitable
benefits for communities nationwide.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, please do not hesitate to reach out to me at
lchatman@enterprisecommunity.org, or Sarah Brundage, Senior Director of Public Policy, at
sbrundage@enterprisecommunity.org.
Sincerely,
Lori Chatman
President
Enterprise Community Loan Fund, Inc.
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APPENDIX A: TOTAL LIST OF DATA RECOMMENDATIONS
Data about individual QOFs to be collected by Form 8996:
• Collected by: Treasury
• Submitted by: QOFs
• Collected through: Form 8996
• Frequency of collection: Annually, as Form 8996 is currently required
• Made publicly available: Annually (subsequent year) by Treasury
Recommended data points:
• Fund name
• Fund ID (EIN)
• Date fund was established (day, month, year)
• Fund address (such as office location)
• Fund contact (name, email, phone number)
• Fund strategy
o Asset category
o Geography
• Total assets under management
• Target return
• Target composition of QOF investments by asset class
• As applicable:
o Funds at five-year mark:
▪ Number of redemptions
▪ Dollar of redemptions
o Funds at seven-year mark:
▪ Number of redemptions
▪ Dollar of redemptions
• The intended community benefit of QOF investment in designated OZ (dropdown)
o Economic Growth and Jobs
o Education
o Affordable Housing
o Entrepreneurship
o Access to healthy food
o Positive environmental impact
o Other
Data about individual QOF investments to be collected by a new, supplemental form:
• Collected by: Treasury. We recommend the Treasury consider tasking this responsibility to an
agency or sub-agency that has demonstrated capacity and competencies on transaction-level data
collection, aggregation, and public release. For example, the CDFI Fund might be tasked with
administering the collection, compiling, and public releasing of this information, given their
demonstrated experience with New Markets Tax Credit reporting. Additional resources should
be provided to the agency or sub-agency tasked with collecting and publicly reporting this data
to sufficiently cover the additional administrative costs.
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Submitted by: QOFs
Collected through: New, Supplemental Form
Frequency of collection: Annually. QOFs should be required to submit the form for each
investment they make into a designated OZ on an annual basis. Subsequently, QOFs should be
required to submit the form for each investment on an annual basis to provide actual numbers
(i.e. of job creation, etc.).
Made publicly available: Annually (subsequent year) by Treasury

Recommended data points:
Investment data:
• Investee Name
• Investee ID
o EIN
o NAICS code
o DUNS (required for operating businesses)
• Investment closing date (day, month, year)
• Location of the investment:
o Street address, City, State, Postal Code; and
o Designated OZ census tract ID
• Total dollar amount of the investment
o Total Debt
o Total Equity
• Investment asset class
• Target return
• Whether this investment was paired with a separate federal tax tool (ex: Low-Income Housing
Tax Credit, New Markets Tax Credit), and if so, specify which one
• Type of investment (dropdown):
o Operating Business
▪ Operating business: equipment
▪ Operating business: inventory
▪ Operating business: manufacturing
▪ Operating business: retail
▪ Operating business: office
▪ Operating business: community facility
▪ Operating business: other
o Real Estate
▪ Real estate: Rental – Single family
▪ Real estate: Rental – Multifamily
▪ Real estate: Owner-occupied – Single family
▪ Real estate: Owner-occupied – Multifamily
▪ Real estate: Commercial
▪ Real estate: Industrial
▪ Real estate: Institutional
o Mixed-use
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The intended community benefit of QOF investment in designated OZ (dropdown):
o Economic Growth and Jobs
o Education
o Affordable Housing
o Entrepreneurship
o Access to healthy food
o Positive environmental impact
o Other

Job creation data. As applicable for any investment (including real estate):
• Projected or Actual (In the initial report, these numbers can be projected at time of investment,
and in subsequent reports, these numbers should be actual jobs created.)
• Source of job estimates
• Jobs created – construction
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will go to local hires
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will be living wage jobs
(Recommend applying same definition used in NMTC program and data collection)
• Jobs created – permanent
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will go to local hires
o Of those, the number and/or percentage of new jobs that will be living wage jobs
(Recommend applying same definition used in NMTC program and data collection)
Displacement data. As applicable for any investment requiring demolition or construction:
• Total number of housing units lost due to demolition or construction
o Of those, total number of affordable housing units occupied by low-income tenants lost
due to demolition or construction
• Description of any anti-displacement policies and/or strategies and tenant protections in place
and/or being provided to low-income tenants (relocation assistance, right of first return, etc.)
Real estate data. In the case of a real estate investment, additional data on:
• New development or substantial rehabilitation
• The approximate total square footage
• Total number of housing units for sale
o Whether they are market-rate or designated for a particular Area Median Income (AMI)
level
o Of those, the total number/percentage of affordable housing units for sale for LowIncome Persons (household income of no more than 80% AMI)
• Total number of housing units for rental
o Whether they are market-rate or designated for a particular AMI level
o Of those, the total number/percentage of affordable housing units for rent for LowIncome Persons (household income of no more than 80% AMI)
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